Abstract -The geometric control of bone tissue growth plays a significant role in bone remodelling, age-related bone loss, and tissue engineering. However, how exactly geometry influences the behaviour of bone-forming cells remains elusive. Geometry acts collectively through the evolving space available to the population of cells, but it may also act on the individual behaviours of cells. To single out the collective influence of geometry and gain access to the geometric regulation of individual cell behaviours, we develop a mathematical model of the infilling of cortical bone pores and use it with available experimental data on cortical infilling rates. Testing different possible modes of geometric controls of individual cell behaviours consistent with the experimental data, we find that efficient smoothing of irregular pores only occurs when cell secretory rate is controlled by porosity rather than curvature. This porosity control suggests the convergence of a large scale of intercellular signalling to single bone-forming cells, consistent with that provided by the osteocyte network in response to mechanical stimulus. After validating the mathematical model with the histological record of a real cortical pore infilling, we explore the infilling of a population of randomly generated initial pore shapes. We find that amongst all the geometric regulations considered, the collective influence of curvature on cell crowding is a dominant factor for how fast cortical bone pores infill, and suggest that the irregularity of cement lines thereby explains some of the variability in double labelling data.
Introduction
Bone tissues are remodelled throughout life to help remove micro-damage that accummulates by fatigue loading [1] . In compact bone, self-contained groups of bone-resorbing and bone-forming cells tunnel through old bone to replace it [2] . The bone-resorbing cells first hollow out a cylindrical pore. The bone-forming cells then attach to the walls of this cavity and infill the pore from outside in, leaving a residual channel for vascularisation (Haversian canals) [2, 3] . The new bone structure thus formed is called an osteon. During age-related bone loss and osteoporosis, it is known that bone porosity increases first as a result of these remodelling cavities not infilling completely, then as a result of increased resorption [4] , but the detailed geometric and mechanical factors that control how bone pores infill remain poorly understood. By increasing their size, pores may coalesce and become more irregular [5, 6] . Because increased bone porosity leads to mechanically compromised bone and increased fracture risk [7] [8] [9] , it is important to understand how bone-forming cells respond to the local geometric features of remodelling cavities.
In-vivo labelling experiments give some insights into the infilling rate of remodelling cavities. The sequential administration of fluorochrome substances in an organism, such as tetracycline, alizarin, and calcein, leaves a series of fluorescent labels within bone. These labels record the location of past bone surfaces that were forming at the time of administration. Such experimental data suggests that the velocity of boneforming surfaces in cortical bone, called matrix apposition * Corresponding author. Email address: mohdalmie@ukm.edu.my rate (MAR) [10] , is proportional to the average radius R of infilling cylindrical cavities [11] [12] [13] . However, it is unclear how the irregularity of infilling cavities may influence our interpretation of double labelling data. For perfectly symmetric pores (circular cross-section), the dependence upon R may correspond to an influence of the curvature of the bone surface 1/R , or an influence of porosity ∝ R 2 indistinctively. For noncircular infilling pores, however, curvature and porosity are independent variables, so that their respective influence on bone-forming cells can be differentiated.
By seeding cells of osteoblastic (bone-forming) lineage onto bioscaffolds of different geometries, tissue engineering experiments have exhibited a specific influence of local curvature on the rate of tissue growth [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . These studies have suggested that the velocity of the tissue surface at the onset of new tissue formation is described as a mean curvature flow, in which interface velocity is proportional to curvature where the tissue substrate is concave. In a previous work, we have developed a mathematical model of tissue-forming cells that captures a systematic influence of local curvature on cell density due to the shrinking or expanding surface area near concavities or convexities of the interface [21] . This model results in a type of hyperbolic curvature flow [22] in which the normal acceleration of the interface depends linearly on curvature. For circular pores, the model reduces to mean curvature flow with velocity proportional to curvature. Both the smoothing of highly curved regions of the interface and tissue deposition slowdown observed in the bioscaffold experiments in various pore shapes was explained by our model as a combination of (i) curvature-dependent changes in cell density; (ii) cell diffusion along the interface; and (iii) depletion of actively secreting cells.
In this paper, we apply this mathematical model of tissueforming cells to cortical bone pore infilling in order to single out mathematically from double labelling data the unavoidable influence of curvature on cell crowding or spreading. By singling out this collective influence of curvature on cell density, we are able to examine how two invidivual cell behaviours, namely cell secretory rate (volume of bone formed per cell per unit time), and cell depletion rate (probability per unit time for the cell to become inactive, e.g. by undergoing apoptosis or anoikis) may depend upon curvature and porosity during the infilling of remodelling cavities. The underlying biological and physical processes involved in a curvature control of bone formation are likely to be fundamentally different from those involved in a porosity control of bone formation. This distinction could thus be important for understanding the evolution of age-related bone loss, and how to best counter it [23, 24] . To our knowledge, this is the first time that a mathematical model of cell population is used in combination with experimental data to gain insights into geometric influences at the level of individual cells.
Previous mathematical models of infilling bone pores have been developed [25] [26] [27] [28] . These models all assumed perfectly cylindrical geometries in which no distinction is possible between curvature and porosity. The models in Refs [25, 27] included density concentration due to surface area shrinkage during pore infilling, and the generation of osteocytes by embedment of some of the bone-forming cells. The generation of osteocytes in arbitrary geometries was generalised in Refs [29, 30] . The novelty of the present mathematical model is to propose a comprehensive population model of bone-forming cells that includes osteocyte generation, and collective and individual geometric influences at the celltissue scale in arbitrary pore geometries.
Materials and methods

Mathematical model
Cortical bone pores form elongated cylindrical structures, so that most of the geometric regulation of pore infilling can be assumed to arise from their cross-sectional shape. We thus consider the infilling of a remodelling cavity viewed in a transverse cross section, with a pore interface S (t ) described by an explicit parameterisation θ → R (θ , t ) in polar coordinates. The interface evolves by the secretion of new bone matrix by osteoblasts (bone-forming cells) lining the interface with a surface density ρ (number of cells per unit surface). The normal velocity of the interface is
where k f is the cell secretory rate (volume of new bone matrix secreted per cell per unit time) [29, 21] . In Ref. [21] , we developed evolution equations for the crowding and spreading of cells induced by changes in the local surface area at concavities and convexities of the interface during its evolution. Here, we extend these equations by including explicitly the formation of osteocytes by embedment of some of the osteoblasts into the bone matrix [29, 30] . The evolution equations governing the pore interface radius R (θ , t ) and surface density ρ(θ , t ) of osteoblasts are [21] :
where g = R 1 + (R θ /R ) 2 is the metric, or local stretch of the parameterisation; cos α = n ·θ = R θ /g is the projection of the unit normal vector n of the interface ontoθ = (− sin θ , cos θ ); and
is the local curvature in polar coordinates. Curvature is taken to be negative on concave portions of the bone substrate, and positive on convex portions of the bone substrate.
The first term in the right-hand side of Eq. (3) describes the systematic dilution or concentration of osteoblasts induced by the curvature of the interface. The second term represents the transport of osteoblasts perpendicularly to the interface but measured with respect to the coordinate θ . The third term is proportional to the Laplace-Beltrami operator expressed in polar coordinates. It describes the diffusion of osteoblasts parallel to the interface with constant diffusivity D . The sink term −Ot f v represents the decrease in cell density due to the embedment of osteoblasts in bone matrix, where Ot f = Ot f R (θ , t ), θ is the instantaneous density of osteocytes (number of cells per unit volume) generated at the moving bone formation front [29] . The radial dependence of Ot f denotes a possible spatial dependence of osteocyte density within the osteon, which could be provided from experimental measurements. It is known that the generation of this density does not depend explicitly on the curvature of the interface [29] . Here we assume for simplicity that osteocyte density is constant, Ot f ≈ 31, 250 mm −3 [10, 27, 29, [31] [32] [33] [34] . Finally, the sink term −Aρ in Eq. (3) represent depletion from the pool of active osteoblasts other than by differentiation into osteocytes, occurring at rate A (in day −1 ). This depletion may represent cell death (such as apoptosis), or detachment from the bone surface. The shrinking of bone surface area during bone formation, which tends to increase osteoblast density and thereby also tends to increase interface velocity, contrasted with the observation of bone deposition slowdown, means that many cells are removed from the pool of active osteoblasts during bone formation by such a depletion mechanism [3, 27] .
Individual cell behaviours. Individual cell behaviours are represented in Eqs (1)-(3) by the cell secretory rate k f , cell depletion rate A, and cell diffusivity D . We will assume that secretory rate k f and cell depletion rate A may depend on the local geometry of the interface, but will assume constant diffusivity D . Cell secretory rate is expected to scale with cell body volume [35] , which is likely to depend on the local curvature of the bone substrate, e.g., via cell density. Geometry may also control the reduction in cell secretory rate when osteoblasts become living, quiescent cells lining the bone surface at the end of bone formation, when the remaining pore is about 40 µm in diameter [3] . Similarly, curvature and its effect on cell density may influence osteoblast apoptosis or detachment from the bone surface. In contrast, osteoblast diffusion parallel to the bone surface is expected to be small and only weakly dependent on curvature. Indeed, active osteoblasts form a confluent layer of cells on the bone surface [3] . Their cellular protrusions link with bone-matrix-embedded osteocytes, but osteocytes density is generated independently of an explicit geometric regulation [29] .
To gain insights into the geometric regulation of the individual cell behaviours k f and A, we use the mathematical model in Eqs (1)-(3) in two steps:
1. Circular pore geometry. We first consider perfectly circular infilling remodelling cavities. In this case, cell diffusion is irrelevant, and both curvature and porosity are related to the infilling pore radius R (t ). Direct experimental data is available from the published literature on v (R ), ρ(R ), and k f (R ) [36] , see Section 2.2. The data k f (R ) is used as input to the model in Eqs (1) and (3), and we determine how cell depletion rate A(R ) must depend on R for the model to match the experimental data on v (R ) and ρ(R ).
2. Noncircular pore geometry. Knowing the dependence upon R of k f (R ) and A(R ) in circular geometry, we then seek to extrapolate this geometric regulation in noncircular geometries, where curvature κ and porosity φ are independent variables. To this end, we propose four models of geometric regulation of k f and A that are consistent with their expression in circular geometry, and explore the infilling behaviour of irregular pores to test these models. The four models considered are:
Model 2: k f (κ) and A(φ);
The functional dependences of k f and A upon the geometric variables κ or φ in each model are determined by substituting
determined in the first step, see Eqs (8), (9) . All four models result in identical behaviour in circular pore geometries, but not in irregular pore geometries. A parametric study of cell diffusivity D is performed for each model. In each model, pore infilling is assumed to stop once osteonal porosity
where R H ≈ 20 µm is the average Haversian canal radius, and L ≈ 300 µm is chosen large enough to fit most typical cortical resorption cavities, which have an average diameter of about 200 µm [2, 10] . This porosity measure is similar to the 'individual osteon porosity' defined by the ratio of pore area and initial pore area [11] , but it has the advantage of being able to compare the initial porosity of different resorption cavities, and of not being 1 initially, which helps regularise mechanical estimates (see Discussion).
To assess which model represents typical evolutions of irregular pores during their infilling, we define a discrepancy measure based on the circularity of the final interface shape R end (θ ) when infilling has completed. Since Haversian canals are more regular and circular than initial resorption cavities [10, 11] we define the discrepancy
where
is the radius of the final interface at the angular discretisation point θ i , and N is the number of discretisation points along the pore interface. Since infilling continues in the model until the target porosity φ H is reached, ε measures only deviations from circularity in the final shape, and not deviations in porosity.
Three-dimensional vs two-dimensional parameter values.
To convert values of three-dimensional quantities to twodimensional values in the cross-section, we use a nominative cross-section thickness of ∆z = 20 µm, corresponding roughly to the size of an osteoblast. For example, an osteocyte density of 31,250/mm 3 corresponds to the value 31,250/mm 3 × ∆z = 625/mm 2 in the cross section. Likewise, osteoblast surface density becomes ρ∆z in the cross-section, and cell secretory rate becomes k f /∆z . In the following we will refer to values converted to two dimensions by this procedure.
Numerical simulations. Eqs (1)-(3) are solved numerically using the same techniques as in Ref. [21] . A straightforward finite difference upwind scheme is used at high diffusivities, but a high-resolution finite volume method (KurganovTadmor scheme) is used at low diffusivities to prevent significant numerical loss of cells. We refer the reader to Ref. [21] for more detail on these numerical schemes.
The initial resorption cavity determines the initial cavity radius R (θ , 0) = R 0 (θ ). The initial osteoblast density ρ(θ , 0) = ρ 0 ≈ 161/mm was assumed to be the same homogeneous value in all simulations, so that in circular pores of initial radius R 0 = 100 µm, the initial normal velocity of the interface is v 0 = 1.9 µm/day, consistently with experimental data (see Sect. 2.2).
Experimental data
Experimental data measuring osteon infilling dynamics comes mostly from double labelling experiments. These experiments enable the estimation of the speed of the bone interface v as a function of mean radius R (or mean area) [11] . There is little literature, however, on osteoblast density ρ in infilling remodelling cavities of different sizes. These two types of data (v and ρ) determine k f by Eq. (1). Due to the need to use different experimental methods to determine these quantities, they are not usually collected simultaneously on the same samples. Here, we gather data from experiments conducted on Table 1 -Scaled data on cell density, normal velocity (MAR), and cell secretory rate k f at different radii of infilling remodelling cavities, based on measurements reported in dogs in Ref. [36] and the procedure outlined in Ref. [27] to rescale dog data onto human data. Conversions to two-dimensional values are based on an assumed cross-section thickness ∆z = 20µm.
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Figure 1 -Scaled data on (nonzero) cell secretory rate k f (R ) from Table (1) , and the linear interpolation in Eq. (6).
animal from different species, and rescale these data to typical dimensions seen in human bone samples according to known cross-species differences, as was done in Ref. [27] .
Cell density and secretory rate. Marotti et al. have measured both v (R ) and osteoblast density ρ(R ) in infilling remodelling cavities of different radii R in dogs, which was used to deduce k f (R ) by Eq. (1) [36] . Following Ref.
[27], we scaled dog pore radii to human values by a linear transformation. Cell secretory rate k dog f was scaled by a factor 1.25 to account for higher secretion rates in humans [25, 27] , while osteoblast density was scaled by the inverse factor 1/1.25 [27] . Table 1 summarises the scaled experimental data on ρ(R ) and k f (R ). The first line of data in Table 1 corresponds to quiescent osteoblasts lining the bone surface after bone formation has completed [10] .
We interpolate the data k f (R ) in Table 1 linearly in R between the average human Haversian canal R H = 20 µm (excl.) and the initial cavity radius (or cement line radius)
and b k f = 8.5728 × 10 −5 mm 2 /day (see Fig. 1 ).
Interface velocity (matrix apposition rate). Data on the velocity of the bone formation front is much more abundant.
To take advantage of this abundance, we use a more extensive dataset collected on sheep by Metz et al. [11] , whom report the percentage of bone infilled versus cavity radius. We rescale this data onto human values by a similar linear transformation, such that a 100% unfilled cavity corresponds to the initial cavity radius R c = 100µm, and a 0% unfilled cavity corresponds to the Haversian canal radius R H = 20µm, as was also done in Ref. [27] . This scaled data is shown in Fig. 8 along with simulation results.
Results
Cell depletion rate in circular pore geometry. The geometric regulation of cell depletion rate A(R ) in a perfectly circular infilling pore is determined by comparing the osteoblast surface densities ρ(R ) reached by the simulations at different radii with the data from Table 1 . All the numerical simulations in this circular geometry assume that cell secretory rate k f (R ) is the function given in Eq. (6). In the circular geometry, cell diffusion is irrelevant so long as the initial confluence of osteoblasts is achieved with a uniform density before they become active, which is assumed here. Figure 2 shows that a constant cell depletion rate does not lead to cell densities in the simulations that match the in-vivo cell density data from Table 1 . The constant value A = 0.1 mm/day used in our previous analysis of bioscaffold tissue growth [21] leads to a rapid depletion of active cells and incomplete bone formation. The value A = 0.002 mm/day decreases density too fast initially (large R ), but too slowly towards the end of bone formation (small R ), where crowding of cells ∝ 1/R induced by the shrinking pore surface area takes over. With this value of A, the density of quiescent cells lining the bone surface at completion of bone formation is twice larger than measured values.
To match the nonlinear decrease in cell surface density with decreasing cavity radius R despite the strong crowding of cells that occurs at small R , it is necessary to increase cell depletion as R decreases. Testing power-law dependences of A upon 1/R , we find that an excellent fit of the simulation to the data is obtained by choosing
with A 0 = 0.00121 mm/day (Fig. 2) . Clearly, in this case, simulations also reproduce the dynamics of the interface v (R ) measured in Ref. [36] , by Eq. (1). When compared with the independent data v (R ) measured in Ref. [11] , there is only a slight deviation from the average behaviour that remains within the experimental variability (see Fig. 8 ). The bone formation period required to infill the circular pore with Eq. (7) is about 80 days, which is consistent with reported durations of 3 months mentioned in [3, 2] . These results suggest that in regular bone pores of circular cross-sections, the geometric regulation of the individual behaviours of osteoblasts is such that as cavity radius R decreases, cell secretory rate decreases linearly with R by Eq. (6), and cell depletion rate increases as 1/R by Eq. (7). With these individual cell behaviours, the collective crowding of cells induced by the shrinking pore surface area, and with the generation of osteocytes, osteoblast density decreases nonlinearly as the pore infills (Fig. 2) , while the velocity of the interface (matrix apposition rate) decreases roughly linearly with R (Fig. 8) .
Individual cell behaviours in non-circular pores. Models 1-4 are proposed as possible generalisations of the behaviours of k f and A in noncircular geometries (see Section 2.1). These models are obtained by interpreting R either by means of curvature κ or porosity φ in Eqs (6) and (7) . Doing so results in the following possible geometric regulations of cell secretory rate and cell depletion rate:
where κ c = −1/R c is the curvature of the cement line in the circular geometry. These expressions all recover Eqs (6) and (7) when κ = −1/R and φ = πR 2 /L 2 , so long as R ≤ R c . Cell secretory rate has been bounded from above when controlled by curvature on portions of the bone substrate where κ c < κ < 0, i.e., on portions that are flatter than the cement line in circular geometry, due to the limited capacity of cells to secrete new bone matrix. In convex regions of the bone substrate (κ ≥ 0), both k f (κ) and A(κ) are extrapolated to be zero. It is assumed that when curvature controls these behaviours, osteoblasts in these regions become quiescent cells with k f = 0 and A = 0, as suggested by bioscaffold tissue growth experiments [14] [15] [16] .
The extrapolation of the geometric regulations of individual cell behaviours to noncircular pore shapes in Eqs (8) and (9) now entirely defines Models 1-4 with the evolution equations Eqs (1)-(3). The only free parameter that remains in the four models is the cell diffusivity D .
Influence of cell diffusivity. In a circular pore with homogeneous initial osteoblast density, cell diffusion has no effect on the evolution, so that cell diffusivity D cannot be estimated. Our previous simulations of tissue growth in bioscaffold pores exhibited strong qualitative changes in growth patterns driven by diffusivity [21] . To assess the influence of cell diffusivity on the infilling of bone pores in noncircular geometries, we perform a parametric study of D on pores of square, hexagonal, and cosine shapes (the cosine initial pore shape is similar to a smoothed triangle) of identical perimeter 0.6 mm, so that there is the same number of osteoblasts at the onset of bone formation. Tissue growth within such pore shapes has been investigated in bioscaffold experiments. While these regular pore shapes are not realistic bone remodelling cavities, they enable us to understand the influence of the sharpness of a cusp in the initial interface without the confounding influence of other irregularities. The measures of discrepancy from circularity calculated for each of these shapes at the end of bone formation by Eq. (5) are summed and plotted in Fig. 3 Figs 3 and 4 that Models 1 and 2, in which cell secretory rate is assumed to be controlled by curvature, do not lead to an efficient smoothing of the interface. In contrast, the final interfaces for Models 3 and 4 are all roughly circular and indifferentiable regardless of the initial corner angles. Note that Models 3 and 4 do not smooth out initial corners efficiently if diffusion is too low (Fig. 3) . The influence of diffusivity on the evolution of the cosine pore interface is shown for Model 3 in Fig. 5 .
Application to real osteonal geometry. New bone formed during the infilling of cortical pores is lamellar. In this type of bone, past locations of the bone interface are recorded as lamellae boundaries visible experimentally in histological slices. These boundaries provide a point of comparison with simulations of our mathematical model. Figure 6 compares simulations of cortical pore infilling starting from the cement line of a real osteon [37] . The initial pore cavity assumed in the simulations is the boundary between the light grey region at the edges of the histological image (old bone) and the darker grey region (lamellar bone formed by infilling). Lamellae boundaries in the new bone are seen as faint, thin dark lines. We have indicated the approximate boundary between two lamellae with arrowheads at about one third of the new bone wall thickness. The simulations shown in Fig. 6 were all performed with a cell diffusivity D = 0.00075 mm 2 /day, a uniform initial surface density of osteoblasts ρ 0 = 161/mm, and a uniform osteocyte density Ot f = 625/mm 2 . The simulations were stopped once the infilling pore reached the same porosity as that of the histological image in Fig. 6 Pore interfaces simulated with Models 3 and 4 match the experimental lamellae boundary (arrowheads) very well, despite the irregularity of the initial interface and the lack of experimental information on the initial density of osteoblasts in the histological image. As time proceeds, the divergence between simulated interfaces and real lamellar boundaries increases. The final pore shape obtained by Models 3 and 4 is regular, but has some difference to the final pore shape in the experimental image. This can be expected from a dynamic system's perspective as initial errors are likely to amplify without regulatory mechanisms. There is little qualitative difference between Model 3 and Model 4. Model 3 leads to a slightly more homogeneous osteoblast density lining the final pore interface.
Comparison with double labelling data. To understand more thoroughly how efficiently variations in the initial pore interface are smoothed, and how these variations affect the speed of new bone formation, we generated 20 virtual initial pore interfaces by randomly perturbing the radius of the interface between the values R min = 0.06 mm and R max = 0.12 mm according to R 0 (θ ) = R min + ζ(θ )(R max − R min ) with uniformly distributed random noise ζ(θ ) ∈ (0, 1) smoothed by Matlab's loess method using local regression based on the weighted linear least squares and a polynomial model to provide ζ(θ ) [38] .
The purpose of this population of initial pore shapes is to help understand the experimental variability seen in double labelling data [39] . Figure 7 shows simulations of the infilling of these random pore shapes using Model 3 with D = 0.00075 mm 2 /day. The final interfaces are all roughly circular with little inhomogeneity in cell surface density despite the varied initial pore shapes. The pores are organised and numbered according to how fast they refill.
In Figure 8 , the average velocity of the interface in these simulations is shown versus average pore radius, and compared with double labelling experimental data. The average instantaneous velocity is estimated in the simulations as
where A(t ) is the pore area, ∆A is the change in pore area during the time increment ∆t , and P (t ) is the pore perimeter. Simulation results are in good agreement with the linear regression line of the experimental data, particularly as the model has not been fitted to this experimental data. The average velocity of the interface is spread over a range of values around the regression line at an early stage of bone formation (large average radius). Irregular initial pores with highly curved interfaces tend to fill in quicker overall than more circular pores, as can be seen by identifying the highest and lowest average velocity curves with the initial shapes in Fig. 7 . This observation is corroborated by the infilling simulations of the regular pore shapes. The square initial pore (cyan dots in Fig. 8) , which has the sharpest corners, infills the fastest, Figure 6 -Sketch of a real osteon based on a histological cross section of human cortical bone from Skedros et al. [37] and corresponding simulations of pore infilling using Models 1-4. Arrowheads indicate the boundary between two lamellae in the histological image. Simulated interfaces are coloured according to osteoblast density and shown every 4.56 days.
followed by the hexagonal, cosine, and circular pore shapes.
In the square and hexagonal pore shapes, there are large sections of zero curvature where osteoblasts secrete new bone, but are not depleted in Model 3. However, when the infilling of these pore shapes is simulated with Model 4, where cell depletion rate occurs uninterruptedly as it depends on porosity rather than curvature, there is little difference in the average velocity curves (data not shown), which means that the mode of geometric control of cell depletion plays a subdominant role for the infilling rate compared to cell crowding.
Discussion
Bone remodelling is regulated at many scales by a variety of mechanisms of different nature, including biochemical, mechanical, and geometrical [10, 2, 40, 41] . At the tissue scale, the availability of bone surface area is an important factor that influences the propensity of bone renewal, and in particular, the rate and location of bone loss in osteoporosis [42] [43] [44] [45] 41] . In this work, we have investigated the geometric regulation of bone remodelling cavities at a lower scale, the scale of celltissue interaction, using a comprehensive population model of osteoblasts and experimental data on cortical bone formation dynamics. The geometric regulation of tissue-synthetising cells at the cell-tissue scale has been exhibited in many in-vitro experiments [14-16, 18-20, 46-50] , but it remains difficult to understand the precise mechanisms by which geometry constrains tissue growth patterns. One difficulty is to disentangle the influence of geometry on the collective behaviour of cells and the influence of geometry on the individual behaviour of cells. Another difficulty is to determine what geometric variables are influencing cell behaviour, particularly as geometric features such as curvature and porosity involve length scales that are much larger than individual cell bodies. In this paper, we have addressed these two difficulties by a mathematical modelling approach.
A direct control of curvature onto single osteoblasts (e.g., via focal adhesions) may occur at the onset of new bone formation as osteoblasts may line a rough bone surface made of Howship's lacunae eroded by bone-resorbing cells [2] . However, soon after Howship's lacunae are filled and smoothed, typical radii of curvature of infilling pores in cortical bone range from R c ≈ 100 µm at the start of bone formation to R H ≈ 20 µm at the end of bone formation, while osteoblasts have an approximate size of about 20 µm. In Ref. [21] , we have proposed that tissue-forming cells are still able to sense such large geometrical features of the tissue substrate dynamically, by the collective crowding or spreading influence of curvature onto cell density. Other curvature-dependent mechanisms have been proposed, such as the tissue surface tension of actin networks [46, 14, 15] . However, due to the fast primary mineralisation of bone [10, 2] , it is unlikely that bone tissue surface tension plays a significant role during bone formation.
Interestingly, our simulations suggest that the pore infilling dynamics of Models 1 and 2, in which cell secretory rate k f is influenced by curvature, is not smoothing irregularities of the interface very well (Figs 3, 4) . Cortical pore infilling results in Haversian canals that are much smoother and regular than initial cement lines [10] . Our simulations thus suggest that cell secretory rate may be controlled not by curvature, but by the porosity of the infilling cavity as assumed in Models 3 and 4.
A porosity control of the individual behaviour of osteoblasts is harder to conceptualise than a curvature control, since it cannot be ascribed to osteoblasts sensing local density changes [21] . Curvature exerts a direct influence on local cell density changes, but not porosity (see Eq. (3)). The ability of osteoblasts to perceive porosity changes indicates a larger scale of intercellular signalling. It is well-known that bone formation is regulated mechanically by the network of osteocytes embedded within bone [51] [52] [53] [54] [55] [56] [57] . This network of cells is in direct contact with the layer of osteoblasts lining the bone surface [58, 33] . It is also known that microscopic mechanical strains of bone matrix are determined mostly by porosity [59] [60] [61] . A simple micromechanical model of stress concentration [57] shows indeed that the strain energy density of bone matrix Ψ is given by
(1 − φ) 2 , where micro −1 bm ≈ 0.0482 GPa −1 is the inverse longitudinal bone matrix stiffness, and F /L 2 is the compressive stress exerting onto the osteonal region L 2 . Our finding that cell secretory rate may depend on porosity rather than curvature may therefore indicate that during pore infilling, osteocytes respond to decreasing local mechanical strains by sending inhibitory signals to osteoblasts. This may occur e.g. via sclerostin inhibition of the Wnt pathway [58, [62] [63] [64] . This mechanicsinduced inhibition is consistent with the mechanical control [11] , appropriately scaled to match human resorption cavity dimensions, see [27] . Simulation data are calculated as the average interface velocity versus the average pore radius of bone adaptation [57] , and may also act as a stopping mechanism for bone formation when local mechanical strains fall below a setpoint threshold.
Other porosity-dependent mechanisms than mechanical strains of bone matrix are possible. For example, fluid flow within Haversian pores has been shown to trigger bone formation and prohibit bone loss [65, 66] , even without the presence of osteocytes [67, 68] . Martin et al. have suggested that the decreasing space between osteoblasts and the blood vessel running within cortical pores might also signal osteoblasts to slow down, and perhaps stop, bone deposition during osteon infilling [2] . However, if so, one would expect to find differences in the activity of osteoblasts around the pore's perimeter in irregular pore shapes. Our finding that cell secretory rate depends on porosity thus excludes this model, because porosity has a uniform value in the cross section.
Our simulations do not enable us to clearly disentangle the nature of geometric regulation of cell depletion. Model 3 and Model 4, which assume curvature-dependent and porositydependent cell depletion rate respectively, result in similar pore infilling dynamics (Figs 3, 4, 6 ). Both models assume that the density of osteocytes generated at the bone deposition front is uniform. While radial dependences of osteocyte density within osteons have been reported [69, 31] , it is unclear if there are also angular osteocyte density inhomogeneities in irregular osteons. High-resolution microCT scans of bone samples could be used to investigate such inhomogeneities [31, 70] . A dependence upon interface curvature of osteocyte density (e.g., induced by an implicit curvature dependence of cell burial rate [29] ) would make the differentiation of osteoblasts into osteocytes curvature-dependent too in Eq. (3). This would affect the geometric regulation of cell depletion rate A determined in Fig. 2 and could thereby result in more pronounced differences between Model 3 and Model 4.
With a porosity control of cell secretory rate, one may understand the variability of double labelling data on average interface velocity (MAR) as being due to the level of irregularity of the initial resorption cavities and the strong influence of cell crowding in highly curved concavities of the bone interface. This is shown by our simulations where the fastest infilling pores shapes in Fig. 8 are those in which small concavities of the initial interface concentrate cells strongly (e.g., random shapes no. 1 and 2 in Fig. 7) . Conversely, the slowest infilling pore shapes in Fig. 8 are those that have a more circular initial interface (e.g., random shapes no. 19 and 20 in Fig. 7 ). All these random shapes have the same initial porosity. Despite porosity controlling secretory rate in Models 3 and 4, the overall porosity of the initial pore influences the average infilling rate less than the presence or absence of highly curved concavities. Figure S1 in the supplementary information shows simulations of random pore 8 scaled down by 70% and scaled up by 130%. While the smaller pore infills slower than the larger pore due to the porosity dependence of the secretory rate k f , the difference in average interface velocity (MAR) (Fig. S2 in the supplementary information) is less than that induced by differences in the irregularity of the initial pores (Figs. 7-8 ). The nonlinearity of the curvature-induced cell crowding makes this influence dominant for the overall speed of pore infilling.
Cortical pore infilling is a complex biological process and some bone histomorphometric studies have shown that bone formation sometimes occurs with a different pattern than the usual regular infilling that we have assumed in this paper. For example, bone formation in some osteons may pause during refilling [2] . Other osteons may not infill, but drift sideways [71] [72] [73] . The lamellar structure of cortical bone seen in a cross-section may also be spiraling around the Haversian canal, or may not form a closed ring even on concave portions of the bone substrate [74] . These behaviours are not possible within our mathematical model. They are likely to require further regulatory mechanisms of active osteoblasts, such as local, inhomogeneous mechanical clues.
In summary, we have proposed a general mathematical model of pore infilling in cortical bone to investigate the geometric regulation of osteoblasts during bone formation. The novelties of this mathematical model are (i) to single out the collective influence of geometry on crowding and spreading of bone-forming cells in order to determine the influence of geometry on invididual cell behaviours; and (ii) to use a population of initial pore shapes to understand variability in double labelling data. This approach to investigate cell behaviour and biological variability is a promising way to circumvent limitations of biological experiments. Our findings suggest that cell secretory rate is not regulated by the curvature of the bone surface, but by the porosity of the infilling cavity, for example by means of a mechanical response of the osteocytes generated during pore infilling. We also find that cell depletion rate is strongly regulated by the geometry of the infilling pore, but our model is unable to distinguish which geometrical variable is responsible for this regulation. 
Supporting material
Influence of initial porosity on average infilling rate Figure S1 shows simulations of the infilling of random pore 8 of Fig. 7 scaled down by 70% and scaled up by 130%, performed with Model 3 and D = 0.00075mm 2 /day. The corresponding plot of the average interface velocity versus the average pore radius are shown in Fig. S2 . Figure S1 -Infilling of random pore 8 using Model 3 and D = 0.00075 at 70%, 100% and 130% of the size shown in Fig. 7 . Figure S2 -Comparison of the average interface velocity versus the average pore radius between different scales of random pore 8 (solid lines) and experimental data (black squares).
